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to the edge of the field and drive their oxen over the field
bank. This is quite wrong. Field banks are crumbled
and washed away and blown away quite enough already
without being trampled down by bullocks at every plough-
ing or harrowing. The furrow-turning plough should come
out of the ground just before the front feet of the oxen
reach the field bank, and the strips or ' headlands ' between
the plough and the bank at each end should be ploughed
across when the field is finished. Headlands are important
and it is essential to teach the difference between the
working of a furrow-turning plough and the desi hal.1
The furrow-turner must come out of the ground at the
corners and not be driven round in the ground like the
desi hal; otherwise the land will be left all lumpy and
uneven at the ends and corners.
Spectators require careful controlling or they will overrun
the field and interfere with the cattle and ploughmen and
trample on the ploughed land and so spoil the competition.
They must be kept well beyond the farthest point reached
by the bullocks in turning. Be sure and collect the people
before ploughing starts, by beat of drum and by singing
parties and other devices, so that as big a crowd as possible
shall see and take an interest in the match.
The strips of land for each ploughman must be sufficiently
separated for the cattle not to interfere with each other.
If two heats can be ploughed in the same field, use alternate
strips each time. Ploughmen must have large cloth
numbers on their backs so they can be identified from any
part of the field by the judges, and the judges need not
know their names. Get impartial judges from outside if
you possibly can and keep everybody, including stewards,
committee members and departmental officials well away
1 Indigenous wooden plough with iron point.

